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Context of AI

■ Opacity of AI challenges traditional roles of administrators

■ Core issue = Accountability

– Can I understand and explain results?

– Can I effectively oversee?

– Who is responsible/liable?

■ Critical step = agreements in TOS or contract

– Who owns the information created by AI system?

– Risk analyses – document findings



Information Privacy

■ What personal information is being used in the AI systems?

■ What are the sources of that information?  How reliable are those 

sources?  What are the risks that inaccurate, incomplete or 

irrelevant information will be used in the AI system?

■ Are individuals likely to perceive the use of this personal 

information in the development of the AI system as appropriate 

and reasonable or as “creepy” and improper?

■ Are the inferences that will be made based on the incorporation of 

non-agency datasets consistent with previous agency procedures 

and norms regarding how decisions are reached?



Anonymity

■ How should we calculate the risks that someone might be re-
identified?

■ What data fields should we delete from the algorithm?

■ How often should we audit what the AI system is producing to 
determine whether individuals may be able to be identified?

■ Are there certain types of data that we should not include at all, 
e.g. date of birth, address or health status, in the development of 
the AI system?

■ What are the benefits of being able to use data sets that 
potentially can be re-identified but that may yield socially or 
individually important insights?



Discrimination

■ How can AI systems be tested before they are employed to ensure that 
they will not discriminate among individuals in ways that have traditionally 
been prohibited or to determine if they are discriminating among 
individuals in unanticipated ways?

■ How often should AI systems be audited once they are employed to 
determine if they are inserting unexpected biases into decisions?

■ What information should be provided to individuals who are subject to 
decisions reached by AI systems?

■ In developing or purchasing AI systems that will be used in decision-
making about individuals, what experiences and expertises should be 
involved in developing and evaluating the AI system before it is used?

■ What redress or grievance procedures should be available to individuals 
who believe they have been unfairly treated as a result of an AI system?



Autonomy

■ Are messages suggesting options to individuals or leading them to 
a predetermined choice?

■ Can you identify a line between influencing people and 
manipulating them?

■ What is the timing of the nudge in terms of when an individual is 
likely to need to make a choice?

■ How susceptible is the targeted population likely to be to a 
nudge?

■ How does the AI system design a message and/or select a 
targeted population?  How different is this from what program 
administrators would do without the assistance of the AI system?



Surveillance

■ What kind of data has the agency used in the past in making these 
decisions?  Is the use of these databases and AI systems to search 
these databases consistent with past practices?  What value is to be 
gained?

■ How reliable, relevant and accurate are the databases that your AI 
system is monitoring?  If it is an appropriate database given the 
mission of the agency and programmatic goals, is the AI system 
extracting information the appropriate information?

■ Are individuals whose data are being monitored likely to regard the 
surveillance and extraction of data as legitimate given the previous 
practices of the agency or to regard it as “creepy”?



AI and the Public Administration Curriculum 





Robots…..

➢Don’t call in sick

➢Do not join unions (yet!)

➢Do not need holidays or breaks

➢Can work 24/7

➢Never complain

➢Not bothered by repetition

➢Does not put off making decisions!



Robotics and Artificial Intelligence



Artificial Intelligence Has Grown Because of…

1. Advancements in complex algorithms.

2. Dramatic Increase in speed and computing power.

3. Ability to digest data from various sources.

4. Ability to store and retrieve massive amounts of data.

5. Advancements in speech recognition (2-way)









Now!



How Well Are We Preparing Public 
Managers for the Future? 
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Proposed AI Course Module

• Unit 1: What is AI? A brief introduction 

• Unit 2: How to use AI: A survey of existing or possible 
practices in Public Administration

• Unit 3: Ethical Issues: Bias, transparency, privacy, and other 
concerns

• Unit 4: The IT Infrastructure and the Changing Nature of Civil 
Service

• Unit 5: Project Development: How can a public agency 
implement a successful AI program?

• Unit 6: Action Research Project (Group or Individual)




